
Abdul Latif
“It’s not Right that decides. It’s Power. It’s
allowed for Israel to use all kinds of weapons,
but we are not allowed to push. It’s allowed
to murder but we are not allowed to spit.
Today I hear they are moving 325 containers
of weapons from Athens to Israel. This is
legal. It is legal to kill the Palestinians, but ille-
gal for the Palestinians to defend themselves.”
The hydrogologist’s anger causes him to splut-
ter as he points to the “Security Wall” that sep-
arates his village from its farmland and water.
He goes on to describe the Israeli plan he sees
for the West Bank, for which Gaza is a testing
ground and a warning. He sees withdrawal
within a few years, but like Gaza, Israel will
control the border. Internal checkpoints will
prevent movement and divide it into three
zones, each made up of smaller zones or can-
tons. The wall, settlements and checkpoints
will allow the army to immediately isolate that
area from the rest of the West Bank, at a
moment’s notice. Like Gaza, it will not be a
negotiated situation. Abdul says: “They will say
to us ‘If you have a clean border, you can play
all you like in your prison’. But if we have trou-
ble - you see what happened in Gaza”.

Arnold Foyerstone
The sprightly 78-year-old Israeli was visiting
his friends of many years, Palestinian shoe-
makers living in the shadow of one of Israel’s
longest established and largest settlements. He
had moved to Hebron 40 years ago. While he
regards the Palestinians as friends, he has
never told them his surname.  “Gaza bothers
me very much. I see them bringing them
into hospital non-stop. Those people were
just in the wrong place at the wrong time”,
said Arnold. He gets worked-up when describ-
ing what he thinks Hamas are doing. “Civil-
ians are killed – that’s the plan for Hamas. The
idea is to buy world opinion”. This opinion is
voiced in English, but someone in the work-
shop translates and a heated discussion erupts,
interrupted only by tv news updates from
Gaza. 

Fr Jerry O’Connor
Fr Jerry O’Connor sits behind his desk in his
Spartan quarters in the Ecole Biblioteche, a
venerable research institute in Jerusalem.
The soft-spoken Dubliner came first to live in
the divided city in 1963. On Gaza: “It’s a pox
on both their houses as far as I’m concerned.
They never learn. Both sides make the same
mistakes time and time again. You could
waste your time thinking about it, when its
much more fun thinking about the 1st centu-
ry than about what’s going on in the world”.
When faced with Israelis who ask “what
should we do?” Fr Gerry tells them “You’re the
smart people, you find the answer”. “It’s easy
to say there’s no answer, but their grandchil-
dren are going to die. That’s just what hap-
pens. They feel that power can solve
everything. They may get their comeuppance
with Obama. In the Israeli papers you can see
that they worry in the long term, and have
seen what a determined President and Secre-
tary of State can do. And those two cannot be
lobbied”.
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A
rriving six days after the violence in
Gaza had begun, it was difficult to tell
that it was a country at war. People

played on the beach in Tel Aviv. Tourists strolled
along the promenade. 

A half-joking invitation was made to some-
one’s bomb shelter if the Hamas rockets
reached that far, one hours drive from Gaza. In
Palestinian shops in Jerusalem the concern
was more obvious, with groups of men staring
balefully at the images on Al Jazeera. Anger was

expressed, but only after a furtive look around,
to see who was listening.  Israeli media are dif-
ferent. Their papers are full of heroic war sto-
ries and their troops successes in Gaza. The
editorials worry about “international opinion”
going against Israel, but stress the importance
of carrying out the mission to prevent Hamas
firing rockets. In conversation, Israelis say they
feel sorry for the people in Gaza, but always put
their own security first. They believe that their
army is precise. One Dutch-born, intelligent,

educated Israeli told Village that the army calls
every person in an apartment block in Gaza fif-
teen minutes before they bomb it. In the West
Bank, Israeli troops continually clash with pro-
testors, their anger boiling over like clockwork
after Friday prayers - about Gaza, the Wall,
occupation. These performances have become
normalised, with people in Hebron shopping on
one side of the street, and tear gas being and rub-
ber bullets being fired from the other. People
cover their eyes and mouths, and carry on

The Voice of the People
On the second week of the war on Gaza, Village took a sounding of the feelings of Israelis, Palestinians and expats
living in Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories. We found fear, anger, disillusionment and blind support.
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